Abstract:
Mathematical programming has proven to be an efficient tool for design and operation of chemical processes. However, engineering and scientific needs continue to push the boundaries of existing mathematical programming tools, often outstripping the capabilities of a single CPU workstation. Furthermore, computer chip manufacturers are no longer focusing on increasing clock speeds, and the “free” performance improvements that we have historically enjoyed will no longer be available, unless we develop algorithms that are capable of utilizing modern parallel architectures. This presentation discusses advances in parallel algorithms for structured nonlinear mathematical programming problems, along with a few applications of large-scale optimization.

Large-scale optimization formulations arise from a number of different problem classes, including design and operations under uncertainty, optimization of complex networks, and optimization of discretized systems. In this presentation, I will outline applications in each of these areas. In design of process safety systems, we have developed advanced stochastic programming formulations for the optimal placement of gas detectors in chemical process facilities based on data from CFD simulations of leak dispersion. As well, we have partnered with both industry and federal agencies to develop a suite of tools for protecting drinking water distribution systems in the event of accidental or intentional contamination. Our research has focused on improved simulation capabilities, optimal placement of booster response units, real-time determination of contamination sources, and response optimization. Finally, we have been working with epidemiologists at Johns Hopkins University to develop improved models of infectious disease spread. These dynamic optimization formulations find seasonal patterns in inputs by solving inverse problems based on observed case counts. In particular, these results help quantify the importance of school-term holiday schedules on the spread of childhood infectious diseases.
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